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ABSTRACT. The primary goal of the CONFOR Program (CONnection of Frames in Optics and
Radio) is to study the connection between VLBI and traditional optical reference frames as well as
to study regional features of the FK5 (Gubanov, Kumkova & Tel'nyuk-Adamchuk, 1990). The
main concept of this program is the usage of fixed systems of reference stars in field containing the
extragalactic radio sources (ERS) and as a result the creation of a reliable base for astrometric
reduction of photographic plates with ERS images. Fulfillment of the Program is embracing
several stages.
1. Star lists have been prepared of 2575 both intermediate reference stars and radio stars for
meridian observations and about 7 thousand stars of 12-14 mag. for astrographic observations in
238 fields with extragalactic compact radio sources.
2. Observations have been organized of these stars with meridian circles and astrographs in
several Eastern observatories (Kyiv, Odesa, Bucharest, Mykolaiv, Kharkiv). The meridian
observations are finished in Kyiv and Odesa. Positions of radio stars were determined from Kyiv
meridian observations (two epochs: 1984 and 1990).
3. Databases of both the optical and radio interferometric observations have been compiled of
radio stars, ERS as well as optical observations of intermediate stars in the fields centered in ERS.
4. Observations were carried out with several astrographs (Kyiv, Bucharest, Abastumany,
Tautenburg, Kitab, Sanglok) and positions were determined of 57 ERS.
5. Determination was carried out of the angles of relative orientation between VLBI and FK5
reference frames as well as estimation of regional features of the FK5. For this purpose both
collected and original radio source coordinates were used.
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